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Money cannot buy happiness
 %ل )(ان & د+ 
Money does not grow on trees
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Love of money is the root of all evil.
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A penney saved is a penny earned – Benjamin franklin
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We can tell our values by looking at our chequebook stubs.” Gloria Steinem
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Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted . albert einstein
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If you want to feel rich, just count the things you have that money cannot buy. Poverb
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When I was young I though that money was the most important thing in life; now that I am old I know that is it. Oscar Wilde
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He who does not economize will have to agonize - Confucius
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There are people who have money and people who are rich. coco chanel
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Money is power
.ل رت ا+
Money in the bank is like toothpaste in the tube. Easy to take out, hard to put back. Earl Wilson
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